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PREFACE
Creation is a vast and awesome mystery. From the furthest horizons of
an ever-expanding universe to the organization of a single cell, every
level of creation manifests intricate beauty. Francis of Assisi had tremendous love and respect for the non-human world of creation. Thomas of Celano writes how he would preach to flowers as if they were
endowed with reason and pick up worms from the road so that they
would not be crushed by the footsteps of passersby. Francis came to
understand that all creation, like himself, is called to give praise and
glory to God, and he identified with all creatures as a brother because
he knew they shared with him the same beginning. Bonaventure, too,
likened the diversity of creation to many stained-glass windows, each
“window” of creation reflecting the power, wisdom and goodness of
God. For Bonaventure, as for Francis, creation is a theophany, a manifestation of God’s overflowing goodness reflected in the order, beauty
and harmony of nature.
The notion of creation as the sacrament of God, which is integral to
the Franciscan vision, has been lost in our present age, a loss which is
noted on many levels. For those who are strict materialists, an evolutionary universe without purpose has given rise to a meaningless universe. Ecological disasters brought about by over-consumption and
structures of domination continue to threaten the survival of the planet,
and the stripping of ecosystems and natural habitats is affecting the
survival of human life. On every level, violence continues to be inflicted
on the world of God’s goodness. In a confessional way, we must admit
that the sacramentality of creation is being perversely violated by those
intended to proclaim it, namely, human beings. Perhaps Bonaventure
said it best. Sin has caused us to become blind and ignorant so that the
book of creation, the first book by which we humans were meant to
know and love God, has become illegible to us. Some people treat creation as a worthless book, trampling upon it and tearing it apart. Others think we can find God apart from the book of creation, and still
others think the secrets of this book can be unlocked by the human mind
so that we will come to know everything through this book, including
(as Stephen Hawkings claims) the mind of God.
The new science today is offering glimpses into a strange yet awesome universe. More and more we find ourselves joined to creation at
the hip. Because the Franciscan tradition affirms God’s presence throughout creation, it has a vital role to play in realigning our relationship to
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creation. With its central incarnational focus, it can help raise awareness of our ecological responsibilities, which flow from our role as humans in the universe. The universe story, as Thomas Berry notes, is our
religious story, and we must know this story if we desire the fullness of
life.
This collection of papers is an effort to bring the tradition’s theology of creation into dialogue with contemporary aspects of creation.
We begin with John Haught of Georgetown University, whose evolutionary theology discloses a God of promise and hope, gently luring
creation toward maximum beauty while allowing the complexities of
nature to unfold. Gabriele Ühlein speaks of relationships in the household (oikonomia) of God’s creation, highlighting Clare’s contribution
towards structures of equality and mutuality. Dawn Nothwehr discusses
the need for mutual relationship as a moral stance toward creation. Keith
Warner, a doctoral candidate in environmental science, highlights the
reality of ecological disasters and the urgent need for Franciscan spiritual values of poverty, penance and mutual sustainability. Franklin Fong,
a plant physiologist, testifies to the critical role conversion plays in our
relationship to the environment. Throughout these papers we see that
new structures of relationship to creation can come about only through
new structures of consciousness—a consciousness integral to the spiritual journey and the fruit of ongoing conversion. Finally, Zachary Hayes
offers the splendid Bonaventurian vision of creation as a window to the
divine. His view complements that of Haught, both of whom describe
the evolutionary universe as one endowed with meaning and purpose.
This is the third volume of symposium papers sponsored by the
O.F.M. Commission on the Franciscan Intellectual Tradition (CFIT). We
hope that what is offered here will catalyze further discussion and exploration. We who are bearers of the tradition firmly believe that the
insights of our heritage have much to offer to the survival of our planet,
which is in a perilous situation today. We are called to be in solidarity
with every aspect of creation, realizing that creation is incomplete and
yearns for its completion in God. We are heirs to a rich theological tradition that can provide a framework for incorporating environmental
sensitivity into religious practice and activity. What is offered here is a
step in this direction.
Ilia Delio, O.S.F.
Director of the Franciscan Center
Washington Theological Union

CHAPTER ONE

THEOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
IN AN UNFINSHED UNIVERSE
John F. Haught
Holmes Rolston III, one of America’s most renowned environmental
ethicists, has written that because of human factors and failings
. . . nature is more at peril than at any time in the last two and a
half billion years. The sun will rise tomorrow, because it rose
yesterday and the day before; but nature may no longer be there.
Unless in the next millennium, indeed in the next century, we
can regulate and control the escalating human devastation of
our planet, we may face the end of nature as it has hitherto
been known. Several billion years worth of creative toil, several million species of teeming life, have now been handed over
to the care of this late-coming species in which mind has flowered and morals have emerged. Science has revealed to us this
glorious natural history; and religion invites us to be stewards
of it. That could be a glorious future story. But the sole moral
and allegedly wise species has so far been able to do little more
than use this science to convert whatever we can into resources
for our own self-interested and escalating consumption, and
we have done even that with great inequity between persons.1
Our species, Rolston and other environmentalists agree, is ruining
the natural world. We humans are destroying rain forests, allowing the
soil to erode, poisoning the air, and polluting rivers, lakes and oceans.
We have created a dangerous greenhouse atmosphere and reduced the
protective ozone layer. And we are daily destroying many irreplaceable living species. Common sense demands that we change our ways,
but apparently we need much more than common sense to fire our ethical responsibility for the earth. What we need is a vision, one that can
move us to a firm and permanent commitment to ecological responsibility within the context of natural flux and cosmic evolution.
Can Christian faith provide such a vision? And can theological reflection discover in tradition or scripture a groundwork for dedicated
ecological action? It seems to me, speaking here as a Christian theologian, that this is one of theology’s most important contemporary chal-
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lenges, especially in view of well-known accusations that Christianity
is itself in some way responsible for our environmental neglect. Such a
serious indictment forces us to ask whether theology can demonstrate
an essential connection between Christian faith and ecological concern.
Can Christian faith provide truly motivating reasons for taking care of
the nonhuman natural world?2
The Australian philosopher John Passmore, for one, doubts that it
can. Belief in God and the “next world,” he says, softens our sense of
obligation to this world. Otherworldly piety even gives rise to an implicit hostility toward nature. The only substantial basis for environmental concern, therefore, is a radical naturalism, a belief system that
sees nothing beyond the existence of the physical universe. According
to Passmore, only if humans accept the fact that we are situated here on
this planet in a universe barren of any transcendent governance, will
we begin to take full responsibility for our terrestrial home.3
Passmore is right in characterizing much traditional Christianity as
otherworldly to the point of neglecting the earth’s well-being. His complaint is justifiable, given his understanding of what Christianity essentially is. Moreover, he compels us to acknowledge that Christian theology must do a much better job of displaying whatever ecological relevance it might have than it has done so far.
So, precisely how can Christian theology respond? It may begin by
emphasizing that according to biblical faith the natural world is inherently good and that God has even become incarnate in the cosmos. It
can point to exceptional exemplars of love of nature such as St. Francis,
Hildegard of Bingen, Meister Eckhart, or Gerard Manley Hopkins. It
must, in all candor, acknowledge that most of our saints, poets and theologians have had little formal concern about the well-being of nature.
But at the same time, it may point to the fact that several distinct kinds
of “ecological theology” are now emerging. For convenience’s sake I
shall call these 1) the tradition-centered (or “apologetic”) approach, 2)
the sacramental approach and 3) the cosmic promise approach. The latter
weaves the biblical theme of promise into the new scientific awareness
of a universe still in the making.
Each of these three proposals is insufficient when taken alone, but
taken together they constitute a substantial beginning for a Christian
ecological theology. Cumulatively they are capable not only of responding to accusations that Christian faith is indifferent to the welfare of
nature, but they can provide the underpinning of a new vision of religiously inspired responsibility to the earth. Each of the three approaches
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relies on points made by the other, but adds its own emphasis. There is
a good deal of overlap, but each has an accent not visible in the others.
The three types are complementary in an additive sense: each is a piece
of a whole puzzle.
As we shall see, the cosmic promise (or, more technically, the “cosmological-eschatological”) approach becomes especially significant once
we situate our reflections in the context of what science has demonstrated to be the unfinished condition of the physical universe. Cosmology has recently undergone a radical transformation, one that allows
theology now to link up with ecological understanding in a way that
would not have been available to our religious ancestors. Today it is
imperative that theologians who address the contemporary ecological
predicament attend very closely to what geology, evolutionary biology,
genetics and especially scientific cosmology are telling us about the
natural world. We shall find, I believe, that theological reflection on
what science has shown to be a world still in the making can reconfigure
the meaning of stewardship in an entirely fresh manner, one that may
bring about a new appreciation of the close connection between biblical
faith and our obligations to nature in process. But first let us see what
we can say about Christian responsibility to nature even independently
of any encounter with the world of contemporary natural science. (In
this paper I shall limit myself to the world of Christian thought.)

1. A Tradition-centered (Apologetic) Approach
The first and probably the most familiar approach to ecological theology is one that finds in scripture and tradition adequate resources for a
Christian response to the ecological predicament. We may call this approach “apologetic” because, as the Latin world apologia suggests, it
“defends” biblical faith against the charge that it is ecologically hazardous or inconsequential. Examples of the apologetic approach include
recent statements on environmental issues by the Pope, Catholic Bishops, the World Council of Churches and a growing number of theologians.4 Their common message is that we have ignored the wealth of
ecologically relevant material in the Bible and Christian tradition. Accordingly, what theology should be doing now is to retrieve this lost
wisdom and allow it to address the present crisis. Theology will find
numerous, often previously ignored, biblical passages and many other
texts from the great teachers in the Church’s history that proclaim the
goodness and beauty of creation. It will come upon numerous ecologically relevant texts that it had barely noticed before we began recently
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to become aware of the fragility of life on this planet. How many of us,
for example, have thought very much about the words in the Noah
story in Genesis, where after the flood God made a covenant not only
with human beings but with “every living creature”? And have we ever
reflected on the profound significance the familiar words in Genesis
1:31 may have today: “And God looked at everything he had made,
and he found it very good”?
The backbone of the “apologetic” approach, of course, is God’s giving humans the task of “caring for” the garden in which they are situated (Gen. 2:15). Responsible stewardship, however, entails the practice of ecologically appropriate virtues: compassion, humility, moderation, detachment and gratitude. Since the immediate “causes” of our
ecological crisis are commonly said to be human arrogance, greed, violence and the crude exercise of power, a renewed commitment to a biblically inspired ethic should lead directly to the repair of nature. Indeed, it is tempting to say that the solution to our ecological crisis lies
simply in a serious return on the part of human beings to the practice of
fundamental biblical values and classic religious virtues. Contrary to
what critics of Christianity maintain, therefore, the apologetic approach
insists that this tradition by no means lacks the basis for ecological conscientiousness. The fact is we have not attended to its ethical directives.
Environmental abuse is not the fault of Christianity, as Passmore and
other secular thinkers have argued. Rather, it is the result of our failure
to take seriously the imperatives embedded in Christian faith.
What could be more fundamental in restoring our relationship to
the natural world, for example, than earnestly practicing compassion?
Would we be stretching Christian faith beyond its boundaries were we
to extend its emphasis on sisterly and brotherly love toward all of creation? Is St. Francis’s compassion toward animals or his discourse about
brother sun and sister moon an unnecessarily revisionist straining of
the meaning of love? For Christians, the paradigm of such widening of
compassion for and deeper relationship to all of creation is revealed in
the picture of Jesus as the Christ. The Gospels picture Jesus as one who
constantly sought out deeper connections than those required by the
customs of his time. They see him as passionately desirous of relating
to those who were by all ordinary standards relationless: the sinners,
the religiously despised, the sick and even the dead. Perhaps the central motif of his life was the embracing of what did not belong. Is it not
conceivable then that the contemporary movement to include all of life
and all of nature within the circle of our own compassionate care is a
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justifiable extension of the Spirit of Christ in our own time? An ecological theology may extend the circumference of Jesus’ inclusive compassion for the unincluded to embrace the totality of nature.
Finally, there is an even more fundamental way in which theology
may ground ecological concern in Christian tradition while at the same
time defending itself (apologetically) against the claim that radical secularism or pure naturalism provides a more favorable climate for ecological solicitude than does theistic belief. Numerous classic texts of
Christian tradition echo St. Augustine’s oft-repeated observation that
each of us is restless until we rest in God.5 According to many religious
traditions, in fact, we are each born with an insatiable desire for the
infinite. From the Jewish, Christian and Islamic perspectives, only the
inexhaustible mystery of God can ultimately satisfy us. But when the
modern world formally abandoned the idea of God, it did not eliminate the infinity of our native longing. We remain capax infiniti (open to
the infinite). Our unquenchable thirst for “more and more” stays with
us as an anthropological constant. Having lost sight of its ultimate objective–the infinite God–this longing does not go away, but instead turns
itself toward devouring our proximate environment, the planet we live
on.
The restless human search for satisfaction is now engaged in the
hollow project of squeezing the infinite out of what is increasingly exposing itself as utterly finite. Our tiny planet is unable to deliver the
boundlessness that renders the human heart forever restless. We have
not found on the earth a transcendent plenitude proportionate to the
abysmal emptiness of our hearts. Thus, many of the earth’s resources
are now being used up with disproportionate rapidity, all in the senseless enterprise of milking infinity from a conspicuously bounded resource. Logically speaking, then, the solution to our disastrous exploitation of the planetary environment is not to deny the existence of the
infinite mystery of God, but in conformity with our great religious traditions, to direct our longing toward it once again.

Evaluation of the Tradition-centered Approach
Over the past fifteen years or so, I have witnessed at close hand the
emergence of ecological theology, and I would say that most theologians, along with many other Christians, have made the tradition-centered or apologetic approach the substantial core of their response to
our present ecological situation. There is much to recommend this approach, and its retrieval of the tradition must surely be part of any ad-
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equate ecological theology today. However, I fear that it does not adequately address all dimensions of the current situation. On the positive side, it has made us read the Bible and traditional theology with
new eyes and helped us peer more deeply into the ethical significance
of the venerable teachings about creation, incarnation, divine wisdom,
etc. But, as I shall argue below, it needs to be supplemented by the “sacramental” and “cosmic promise” approaches.
Before taking up the alternatives, however, I should first emphasize that the “apologetic” stance is entirely justified in opposing the
simplistic allegations made by Passmore, Lynn White, Jr. and others
that Christianity is the main cause of our environmental ills. The fact is
that the secularist and scientistic assumptions of modern intellectual
culture have led to a radical desacralizing of nature that in turn has
permitted us to treat the earth as though it were merely instrumentally
good rather than a value in itself.6 In addition, the modern secularist
outlook has generated a materialist philosophy of nature according to
which life is reducible to lifeless chemicals and in which insensate “matter” is elevated to the status of ultimate reality.7
It is hard to imagine how such a picture of things could ever lead
people toward the reverencing of nature that ecological ethics now requires. Barry Commoner points out that if we consistently followed the
materialist creed that life is reducible to lifeless matter in principle, sooner
or later this reduction will take place in fact as well.8 Moreover, as
Hermann Daly and John Cobb have shown at length, the causes of
nature’s present distress include run-away industrialization and naive
economic assumptions about the unlimited resourcefulness of the earth,
both of which are rooted in the materialist assumptions of modernity.9
Christians, like others, bear much of the blame, but Christianity’s and
other religions’ antimaterialism is inherently a restraining influence, and
their cultivation of virtues of moderation and humility, were we to take
them seriously, would lead us to accept our finitude and temper our
will to exploit and destroy the natural world.
However, after acknowledging all of this, there is room to doubt
whether it is enough for Christian ecological theology simply to restore
the most familiar elements of the tradition. I strongly suspect that the
present crisis calls for something more from theology than simply pointing us to relevant and often forgotten texts and teachings. Today we
may need a more animating and far-reaching articulation of what it
means to be Christian in an ecological age. In view of the unprecedented
modern and contemporary devastation of nature, perhaps we should

